We are looking for candidates for our ZF Global Trainee Program, with the option of starting in July or October 2020.

Trainee Cost Engineering (m/f/d)

We are looking for candidates for our ZF Global Trainee Program, with the option of starting in July or October 2020.

Your tasks:
- Organizing and implementing four individual projects at different ZF locations within Cost Engineering and interface departments (three projects within home country, one project abroad)
- Working on a joint group project throughout the complete course of the program
- Participating in different workshops and seminars
- Getting to know our broad product portfolio by means of a three-week assignment in production
- Setting up a comprehensive network within ZF and taking over a permanent position after completion of the trainee program

Your profile:
- A degree in Mechanical Engineering, Industrial Engineering Electrical Engineering, Software Development, etc. with above average grades (preferably Master’s degree)
- Relevant internships in Cost Engineering or suitable for Cost Engineering as well as study or work experience abroad required
- Willingness to work independently and autonomously with a high degree of personal initiative
- Great communication skills and willingness to work in an international team, mobility, interdisciplinary interest, creativity
- Fluent in written and spoken English, good knowledge of German would be an asset

Be part of our ZF team as Trainee Cost Engineering (m/f/d) and apply now via zf.com/careers.

Work at the forefront of automotive innovation with ZF, one of the world’s leading automotive suppliers.